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ABSTRACT 
We develop an algorithm for the deflation of the invariant subspace corresponding 
to infinite eigenvalues of a regular pencil by a nonequivalence transformation. This 
method is a generalization of Wielandt’s algorithm for the deflation of the invariant 
subspace of a constant matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of deflating an invariant subspace 
corresponding to infinite eigenvalues of a regular pencil A - X B by a 
nonequivalence transformation, where A and B are complex matrices. By 
definition [3] a pencil A - X B [or a pair (A, B)] is regular if and only if A 
and B are square ( E d: “‘“) and det(A - XB) f 0. Transformations preserv- 
ing the eigenvalues of (A, B) and their multiplicities are called (strictly) 
equivalent transformations: 
S(A - XB)T = A - XB, (1.1) 
where S, T are nonsingular and constant. We sometimes denote the equiv- 
alence of two matrix-pairs by (A, B) - (A, 3). 
For regular pencils we have the following Weierstra&Kronecker canonical 
form: 
S(A-XB)T= [s]-#], (1.2) 
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where Z and N are m X m, and where J= J,@G with A(Jo)= {0}, X(G)# 
(0). [A(C) denotes the set of the eigenvalues of C, and C@ D denotes the 
direct sum of C and D.] 
J corresponds to the finite eigenvalues of (A, B) (including zero eigenval- 
ues), and nilpotent N corresponds to the infinite eigenvalues of (A, B) 
[corresponds to zero eigenvalues of (B, A)]. J and N are direct sums of 
Jordan blocks corresponding to the finite and infinite eigenvalues respec- 
tively. 
Recently the problem of deflating the invariant subspace corresponding to 
infinite eigenvalues by an equivalence transformation of a given regular pencil 
A - AB and at the same time reducing the pencil to a simple form which 
possesses only finite eigenvalues has been studied in papers by Kublanovskaya 
[4,5], Van Dooren [lo], Kagstrom [l], and Wilkinson [ll]. Wielandt (1944) 
has described a form of deflation of a constant matrix which is not a similarity 
transformation (see e.g. [12, pp. 596-6021). In Section 2 we generalize this 
form of deflation by nonequivalence transformation, and one can use it to 
deflate the invariant subspace corresponding to infinite eigenvalues of a _ _ 
regular pencil A - X B; one obtains a new pencil A - X B which has the same 
finite eigenvalues of A - h B but infinite eigenvalues are replaced by zero. 
We also give a relation of invariant subspace between the original pencil and 
the new transformed pencil. We continue, in Section 3, by describing in 
practice how to cancel all infinite or “large” eigenvalues. A finite sequence of 
range nullspace separations is necessary to eliminate such singularities. For 
symmetric pencils we will show that the symmetry is preserved if we treat the 
problem A - X B using the deflation by nonequivalence transformation. 
Throughout this paper we denote the unit matrix of size n by I,,, the 
conjugate transpose of A by A*, and the transpose of A by AT. 
Some Definitions and LQ Decomposition 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A, B E CnXn, A,, B, E Clx’, 1~ 1~ n. Suppose 
A - X B and A I - h B, are two regular pencils. If there is a matrix XI E C ‘I x’ 
such that 
(1) rank(X,)= I, 
(2) AX,B, = BX,A,, 
then X, is called an (Z-)eigenmatrix of (A, B) corresponding to the (I X 
I )eigenvalue-matrix pair (A i, B, ). Range( Xi) is an invariant subspace of 
(A, R). 
DEFINITION 1.2 [7]. Let A, BE @“x”, and W, ?) be two subspaces. 
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Then (9, ;J) is called a deflating pair of (A, B) if dim ?) = dim S and 
AS, B.-X’ c 8. 
In [q] it is shown that the above two definitions are equivalent. (3, 2) ) is a 
deflating pair of a regular pair A - XZ3 if and only if J is an invariant 
subspace of (A, B). 
Normalized LQ Decomposition (LQ Decomposition with Row Pivoting) [4/ 
A decomposition of B of the form 
8170 = [WI, rank B = r, BE C=,x”, (1.3) 
with 
e a permutation, 
Q unitary, and 
L n X r lower trapezoidal with 
and 
l’jil 6 l’iil for j=i+l,..., 12, i=l,..., r 
is called a normalized LQ decomposition of B. The permutation will be 
selected so that the quadratic sum of elements of the leading row is maximal 
among all rows of the transformed matrix. If we partition Q = [Q,.]Q,,_ ,.I, 
then Q,, ~, is a basis of the nullspace of B. 
2. DEFLATION OF THE EIGENMATRIX CORRESPONDING TO AN 
INFINITE EIGENVALUE-MATRIX PAIR (I, M) BY A 
NONEQUIVALENCE TRANSFORMATION 
Suppose (A, B) has the Kronecker canonical form (1.2). Let 
NE J’“‘i’(O)@ . . . @J(‘h)(O) E Q:“‘x”’ (2.1) 
and 
M = J(q)(,). . . . @J’“L’(O) E cl’xp (2.2) 
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with mj>‘nj>O, j=l,..., k, where 
is a elementary Jordan matrix and J@‘(O) = 0. Let X, E Q: ’ xp be the eigen- 
matrix of (A, B) corresponding to (I, M) such that 
BX, = AX,M. (2.3) 
Hereby nj factors of M in (2.2) are arranged so that the columns of X, are 
the eigen or principal vectors corresponding to J(“j)(O). From the Kronecker 
canonical form (1.2) it follows that the columns of AX, are linearly indepen- 
dent. Therefore there is an n X p matrix Qr such that 
QfAX, = I,. (2.4) 
Consider the matrices A,, B, defined by 
A, := A - AX,Q;A, (2.5) 
B, := B - AX,Q:A. (2.6) 
Then we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. The pair (As, B,) is equivalent to 
where 
iV=J (“Fl)(O)@ . . . @J(“V”k’(O) 
Proof First we show that (A,, B2) is regular. We see from (2.3) that 
(A - XB)X,= AX,(Z - XM). (2.7) 
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The proof depends on the simple identity (see [12, p. 541) 
det( I,, + RS) = det( I,,, + SR), where R, ST E C”x”‘. (2.8) 
Now we have 
det( A, - XB,) = det( A - AX,Q;A - XB + XAX,Q;A) 
from (2.5), (2.6) 
=det(A-hB)det[Z+(A-l)(A-hB))‘AX,QTA] 
=det(A-hB)det[Z+(h-l)X,(Z-XM))‘Q:A] 
from (2.7) 
=det(A-XB)det[Z+(X-l)(Z-hM))l] 
from (2.4), (2.8) 
= det(A - XB)det(Z - XM) -‘XP + 0, 
since det( Z - M) = 1. 
This shows that (A,, Ba) has the eigenvahres of (A, B) except that those 
belonging to (I, M) are replaced by zeros. Since 
A,X, = AX, - AX,Q:AX, = 0, (2.9) 
therefore X, is the eigenmatrix corresponding to the zero matrix pair (0, ZP) 
of (Aa, &J 
Let Y E C n ’ r be an eigenmatrix of (A, B) corresponding to (G, Z ) 
[GE Crxr; see (1.2)] such that 
AY = BYG. 
Let 
Y’=Y+x,v, (2.10) 
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where V E C pXr is indeterminate. Then 
A,Y’= (A - AX,Q:A)(Y + Xiv) 
= AY - AX,(Q;AY) = BYG - AX,(Q;AY) from (2.4). (2.11) 
On the other hand, 
B,Y’G = (B - AX,Q;A)( Y + XrV)G 
= BYG - AX,( Q:AY )G + AX,MVG - AX,VG. (2.12) 
Because G is nonsingular, we can solve the matrix equation A,Y’ = B,Y’G 
for V: 
V=(Z-M)-‘(Q:AY)(G-‘-I). (2.13) 
Now let Z =(zi,..., zO)~CnXq be an eigenmatrix of (A, B) corre- 
sponding to the zero eigenv~aluematrix pair (.I”, Z) with 
AZ = SZJ,. 
Let 
Z’=Z+X,V [ ( v= v l,...,vp)ECpxq. 
Consider the matrix equation for V: 
Then we have 
A,Z’= I&Z’&. 
(A - AX,Q:A)( Z + XrV) = (I3 - AX,Q;A)( Z + X,V)J,. 
It follows from (2.14),(2.4) that 
VJ, = (I - M) -‘(Q:szJ(J(z - Jo). (2.17) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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Since ~a( Z - Jo) = (I - ]a)_&, then we have the solution 
V=(Z-M)-‘(Qpq(Z-J,), (2.18) 
which satisfies the equation (2.17) but not uniquely. 
Next we will treat the case of the principal vectors corresponding to 
infinite eigenvalues. For simplifying the notation we assume that N and M 
have the following forms: 
N = ]‘“‘(O) @.v2’(0) cr3.P(0)) 
M = J@‘(O)@“(O) @J”‘(O). 
Let xi, x2, x7 be the columns of Xi. There exist linearly independent vectors 
(X3> x49 x3 x 6 } that are independent of { xi, x a, x, } such that 
Bx, = 0, Bx.5 = 0, Bx, = 0. 
Bx, = Ax,, Bx,= Ax,, 
Bx,=Ax,, 
Bx,=Ax,, 
We define 
x5 
(2) = x 
,5 - X,(1 - M) -1(Q1*A~5)~ 
xb"=Xg:+~1(z-~)-1[Q1*~(~5-~g:)]. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
It follows that 
B2r~2’=(B-AX,Q~A)(x,+X,(Z-M)-1[Q;A(~2-~3)]) 
= Bx, - AX,Q;A(x, + x2 - x3) 
= Bx, - AX,Q:Ar, = Bx, - Ax, since BX, = AX,M 
and Q;AX, = Z 
= 0 (2.21) 
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and 
B,xi”= (B - AX,Q:A)[ r4 + X,( I - M) ‘Q;A( xg - r,)] 
= Bx, - AX,Q,*A( xq + xs - x4) 
= Br, - AX,Q:Ax, = Ax, - AX,Q;Ax, 
= A,xi”. (2.22) 
Similarly, we also have 
B,xr’= 0 and B,xk?‘= A,xi”. (2.23) 
Let R= J(2’(0)$J(2)(O). From (2.9), (2.11)-(2.12) (2.16) (2.21)-(2.23) we 
obtain 
A,(X,, x$~),..., xp, Y’, r)( Z,&BZ,@Z,) 
= B,(X,,X~~',..., @,Y', 2')(0,~Z,,,_,~GW,). 
Since {X1,x,,..., xe, Y, Z } are linearly independent, it is easy to see that 
{Xi, r!$),.. .) xi?), Y’, Z’} are also independent. From Theorem 2.7 in [9] we 
obtain the assertion. n 
From (2.11) (2.12), and (2.13) we have shown that Y’ is an eigenmatrix of 
(AZ, B2) with A,Y’= B,Y’G, where G is nonsingular. If Y’ is determined, 
then we can solve the matrix equation (2.10) for the unknown matrix Y. Let 
F*=(Z-M)~‘Q;A~(Fl~F2)~Q:PX”, 
H=(z-G)G-~E~~X~, 
K=Y’G-‘EQ:“~‘. (2.24) 
where F, is p X p. By an appropriate choice of coordinate system (obtained 
via a unitary transformation), we suppose, without loss of generality, that 
H=(hij)rxr with hij = 0, i > j (2.25) 
and 
x,= f , ( 1 (2.26) 
where R is a p x p upper triangular matrix. Substituting (2.13) and 
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Y+[BF’ ~~]YH=Kc+,,..*,k,). 
Clearlydet(X,F* - XI)= X”-‘det[(Z - M))’ - hII. It follows that X,F* 
possesses only the eigenvalues zero and one. Suppose H has an eigenvalue 
- 1 with Hy = - y; then it follow that y = 0, which contradicts the supposi- 
tion. Thus Xj(H)hi(XIF*)# -1 for all l<i< n, l<j<r [here h,(C) 
denotes an eigenvalue of C]. Hence the solution Y is uniquely determined by 
(see e.g. [7]) 
for j=l,...,r. 
This algorithm requires about O(max( 1, r) n2) multiplications. 
3. DEFLATION OF INFINITE OR “LARGE” EIGENVALUES 
In practice we can’t always obtain the eigenmatrix corresponding to 
(I, N) of (1.2) in one step. We construct a finite sequence of matrices of 
nonequivalence transformations and cancel all infinite or “large” eigenvalues 
step by step. 
3.1. Deflation of infinite Eigenvalues 
We consider first the following example: 
EXAMPLE. Suppose 
(A,, 4) - I 
IO 1 
WI0 
- 
I 
- I i 
(3.1) 
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where A,, B, E Cnx”, rank( B,) = n - 3 and (A, I ) is the finite eigenvalue- 
matrix pair. (A,, B,) has the following Kronecker chains corresponding to 
infinite eigenvalues: 
B,x, = 0, B,x, = 0, Bp, = 0. 
B,x, = A,x,, B,x, = A,x,, 
B,x, = A,x,, (3.2) 
Step 1. (a) find the nullspace X, = (x1, x4, x6) of B, and QT such that 
Q;AIX, = I. 
(b) compute 
A, = A, - A,X,Q;A,, 
B, = B, - A,X,Q;A,. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
xi’):= x2 + X1( p, - Q:A,r,), 
xL2’:= r3 + X,(Q;A,x, - Q;A,x,), 
xi2’:= x5 + X,(p, - Q:A,x,& (3.5) 
where x1 = X,p,, r4 = X,p,, and pI, p, E CSxl. 
By (3.3)-(3.5) we then have 
A,X, = 0, B,@ = 0 , and B2xk2'=0; 
B,rL2’ = @, - A,X,Q:A,)b, + X,(Q:A,x, - QTAd 
= B,x, - A,X,Q;A,x, 
(3.6) 
= (A, - A,X,Q:A,) [ x2 + X,( p, - Q;A,x,)] = A2xi2’. (3.7) 
From Theorem 2.1 we know that (A,, B,) has the following 
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(Ad,) - :;ooPhl~ 
and rank( B,) = n - 2. The Kronecker structure corresponding to 
finite eigenvalues is not changed. 
Step 2. We repeat (a),(b) of th e a b ove procedure on (A,, B,). We then have 
A,=&-A,&Q;A,, (3.8) 
B, = B, - A,XaQ;A,, (3.9) 
where X, is the nullspace of B, and QgA,X, = I. The Kronecker 
canonical form of (A,, B3) is 
1 ‘t A 
(Aa’ B3) - 
0 
0 1 0 0 0 
@b-r--l 
1 
1 l---_l 1 1 
Step j (induction step). Repeat this procedure until the matrix B, has full 
rank. 
This procedure is recapitulated in the following algorithm: 
(1) j = 1, B, = B, A, = A. [Comment: Compute a normalized LQdecom- 
position of Bj.] 
(2) Find the m&pace Xj ( E C “x”~) of Bj. 
(3) Determine an sj X n matrix Qj with Q;A jXj = Isj. 
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(4) Compute 
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Aj+1 = Aj - AjXjQ;Aj 
Bj+l = Bj - AjXjQ;Aj, 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
whereO<n-sjgrank(Bj+,)=n-sj+,gn. 
(5) If Bjtr is singular, j := j + 1, go to (2); else stop. 
Let 
k 
x = [x1,..., x,] EcnX”l> where m= Csj<n, (3.12) 
j=l 
and let Q* be a m x n matrix such that Q*AX = I,,. Set 
A=A-AXQ*A, 
2 = B - AXQ*A. (3.13) 
Then we have the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (A, B) has the form (1.2). Then X of (3.12) is an 
eigenmatrix of (A, B) corresponding to (I, M), where M is similar to N. 
Proof. From (3.11) we have 
BjXj+ I= AjXj( QTAjXj+ I>> j’= 0,l ,...,k-1. (3.14) 
Substituting Bj and Aj obtained from B, and A, by using the recursive 
formulas (3.10), (3.11) j - 1 times, then we obtain 
B,[X,,..., X,] = A,[&,..., &I 
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with Xj E CnXsi, Mij E Cslxs~, and sr >, . . - >, sk, where 
Mj,j+l=Q;AjXj+l for I< j<k-1, 
Mij = Q,?AiXj - jil MirM,j for 3<i+2<j<k. 
l=i+l 
Since range(Xj+ r)nrange(Xj) = {0}, the columns of BjXj+ r are linearly 
independent, and the columns of A jXj are also independent. From (3.14) it 
follows that Mj, j + 1 has full column rank, and there exist column and row 
transformations that reduce to the following form (cf. also lemma 3.3,3.4 of 
wm 
M- 
where 
. . 
. . 
. K k-l 
0 0 
= K, 
St 9 i=l ,...,k-1. 
From Theorem 2.1 and Algorithm 3.1 it follows that X has full column rank 
and K is similar to N. Thus X is an eigenmatrix corresponding to (I, M), 
where M - N. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. The pair (A, B) in (3.13) has the same Kronecker 
structure as (A, B) except that the blocks belonging to N are replaced by zero 
matrices; i.e., i3 is a rumsingular matrix. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a nonsingular matrix S such that XS 
is an eigenmatrix corresponding to (I, N). Since (S-‘Q*)A(XS) = I, then 
A, b are not changed if X and Q* in (3.13) are replaced by XS and S’Q* 
respectively. From Theorem 2.1 we obtain immediately the assertion. n 
Deflation and Practical Application 
In practice one can choose Q; in Algorithm 3.1 with the following 
technique so as to minimize the computation (cf. [12, pp. 601-6021) and 
reduce the size of the current matrices. 
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From the above given Kronecker form of (A j, Bj) one knows that 
(A j, Bj) is regular. Therefore the columns of A jXj are guaranteed linearly 
independent. We omit the index j. If we write (AX)* = (U*, V*), where U is 
an s x s matrix, we obtain a triangular decomposition of AX with partial 
pivoting. Thus if we ignore pivoting for convenience of notation we may 
write 
AX= 
[ 1 ; R, 
(3.16) 
where R is an s X s right triangular matrix and 
[ 1 i is an n x s matrix of the 
form 
[ 
1 0 
.** 11 S. * 1 * 
One can choose Q* as Q* := ((LR)-',O) = (Up ',O). If we write 
A= ’ D 
[ 1 E F 
and B = G H 
[ 1 K L' 
then 
A,=A-AxpA= 
0 0 
E-VUp'C F-VU-'D 1 
and 
&=B-AxQ*A= 
G-C H-D 
K-VU-lC 1 L-VU-ID ' 
Let the LQ decomposition of (G - C, H - D) be of the form 
=(TIO), 
where P, is s X s, P is unitary, and T is a lower triangular matrix. Then we 
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0 
(E-VU-‘C)P,+(F-VU-‘D)P, y 
I 
(3.17) 
0 
(K-VU-‘C)P,+(L-VWD)P, . 
J 
S B, 
(3.18) 
It is easy to show that (A,, B,) has the same eigenstructure as (A, B) except 
for the corresponding s infinite eigenvalues. 
If A, B are sparse matrices, we may use A,, B, in the form 
This is more economical for example if we use power or subspaces iteration 
I81. 
Now we modify Algorithm 3.1 with the above deflation technique: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
ALGORITHM 3.1*. A,B~Q=“~“,rank(B)=n-s,<n. 
j = 1, B, = B, A, = A, n, = n, PO = I,. 
Find the n&pace gj (EQ=“I~~J) of Bj; set Xj:=Po...Pj_laj, where 
. 0 }rl-n, ‘j= Xj InI 
[ 1 
Determine an sj x ,nj matrix Qj := (Uje’,O) as above such that QfBjAj~j 
= 1, , where ejAjXj = (UT, VT)* and dj E C”rxn~ is a permutation ma- 
trix;“set A j := BjA j and Bj := B,B,. 
Compute 
Aj+l 
=Aj-AjajQTAj and ~j+l=Bj-AjkjQ~Aj. 
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(5) Determine an nj X nj unitary matrix pj [as in (3.17) (3.18)] such that 
L4j+lj:= ‘1 O 
[ 1 Aj+l 
, 
where Ajtl, Bit1 E C(n~-s~)x(n~ps~). 
(6) Set nj+ 1 :=nj-sj, Pj:=I,_., @pj. [Comment: From Theorem 2.1 we 
have the relation 
I 
(7) If Bj+ 1 is singular, then j := j + 1, go to (2); else stop. 
From Theorem 2.1 and Algorithm 3.1* we also have that X := 
1X r,...,X,] E Cnxm’ (m = E!=rsj < n) is a basis for the invariant subspace 
corresponding to (I, N), and the pair (A,,,, B,, 1) has the same Kronecker 
canonical form as (A, B) corresponding to finite eigenvalues. 
REMARK 3.4. 
(1) One can use Algorithm 3.1 or 3.1* to compute the invariant subspace 
of (A, B) corresponding to (I, N) and determine the size of the elementary 
divisor. If the transformation matrices which bring M (in Theorem 3.2) to its 
canonical form N are performed, then we can obtain the Kronecker canonical 
vectors of (A, B) corresponding to infinite eigenvalues. 
(2) By Corollary 3.3 one can regard the problem Ax = h&r as an 
ordinary eigenvalue problem B-r& = Xx. The relation between the invariant 
subspaces of (A, B) and (A, g) is given by (2.10) and (2.15). 
(3) If an eigenvalue (Y of (A, B) is known, one can compute the Kronecker 
canonical vectors corresponding to (Y with Algorithm 3.1 or 3.1* in which 
(A, B) is replaced by (B, A - aB). 
(4) If the size m of the matrix N [see (1.2)] is much smaller than the size 
n of the matrices A and B, then the highest arithmetical cost in the iteration 
TABLE I 
Algorithm 
Arithmetical 
cost 
(m < 72) 
3.1 $n’k + 0( n”) 
Van Dooren [lo] fn”k + 0( n’) 
[51 tn’k + 0( n2) 
AB procedure [4] 3n”k + 0( n”) 
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of Algorithm 3.1 or 3.1* is in finding the nullspace of Bj, for which we need 
about 2/3n3 flops. Computing steps (3) (4), and (5) of Algorithm 3.1 or 3.1* 
requires about o(n2sj) [ -=x o( n3)] flops: Thus we need about in” + o(n2) 
multiplications to reduce (A, B) to (A, B) [as in (3.13)] or to (A,,,, Bk+i) 
(Algorithm 3.1*). The comparison with the other algorithms [4,5, lo] is 
summarized in Table 1. 
3.2. Deflation of “Large” Eigenvalues 
If the matrix B is close to a singular one, then (A, B) possesses “large” 
eigenvalues. In this section we consider only the case that all “large” 
eigenvalues are equimodular. We give a modified algorithm of Algorithm 3.1 
that one can use to deflate all “large” eigenvalues. Since B is almost singular, 
so that the normalized LQ decomposition (1.3) of B is 
1 11 
eB(*pl )= * At 1 ) (3.19) 
- t+1t+1 
n-t * 
* .I nn _ 
B can be divided into groups of “large” and “small” blocks. Then 
11,,1 > . . . a ILI x- vf+lt+ll 2 . . . 2 V”,l. 
We consider again the example (3.1), except that the zero elements on 
diagonal of B are replaced by zi: 
(4, Bl) 
43 > 
111 
El 1 
e1 1 
Cl 
c2 1 
c2 
c3 
z I 
I 
(3.;;) 
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where le,[ = 1e2( = 1e3( <<cc). We have the following Jordan chains corre- 
sponding to “large” eigenvalues: 
From (3.19), (3.20) we know that X, is a “good” approximation to the 
invariant subspace X, corresponding to eigenvalue-matrix pair 
We perform the orthogonal iteration and start with Y0 := X,: 
For k=1,2,..., 
Z, = B,‘A,Y,_,, 
YkRk = Z, (QR decomposition). 
(3.22) 
Since Ieil (i = 1,2,3) are equimodular and the eigenmatrix X, is unique; 
thus Y, converges to X, as k + co, directly from Theorem 6 of [6]. For- 
tunately it is not necessary to compute the inverse of B, by the orthogonal 
iteration (3.22), and one can use the LQ decomposition (3.19) of B, to solve 
the linear equation system B,Z, = A rYk_ r. Let 
with 
Yk+Xr= (X1>~4>%), k-co, (3.23) 
B,X, = A,X,M, 
where M is similar to , and 
Q;A,X, = I. (3.24) 
As above in Section 3.1, we define 
A, := A, - A,X,Q:A,, 
B, := B, - ArX,Q:A,, 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
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@):= xs + X,(Z - M) -‘[p, - (1- e2)Q;A1x4], (3.27) 
where X,p, = xl and X,p, = x4. By a computation of (3.24)-(3.27) similar to 
(3.6)-(3.7) we get 
A,X,=O, BsX,=AX,(M-I) linearly independent (3.28) 
and 
B,@= ~,A,cc~~‘, B,rg’= e2A2r$’ , 
B&‘= A,x(,~‘+ e,A,x$% 
With the same argument as for Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
(3.29) 
(A,J%)- 
We repeat this procedure until the matrix pair (Aj, Bj) has no “large” 
eigenvalues. 
We describe this procedure as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
ALGORITHM 3.5. 
j=l, B,=B, A,=A. 
Take a normalized LQ decomposition of Bj as in (3.19), and partition X j 
(EQ= ” x”j) according to (3.20). 
Perform an orthogonal iteration (3.22) with Y0 = k j one or two times; set 
Xj + Yk, k = 1 or 2. 
Determine an sj x n matrix Qj with QTAjXj = ZSj. 
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(5) Compute 
Ai+’ = Aj - AjXiQTAj, 
Bj+l= Bj-AjXiQ;Aj. 
(6) If (Aj+l> 
else stop. 
Bj+ 1) still has “large” eigenvalues, then j := j + 1, go to (2); 
Similarly, we can also use the deflation technique in Algorithm 3.1* to 
reduce the size of the current matrices in each step of Algorithm 3.5. We omit 
here the detailed discussion. 
3.3. Numerical Example. Numerical Stability and Instability 
For the different steps of Algorithm 3.1 we propose the following meth- 
ods: 
ad(2): The nullspace Xj of Bj may be computed either in a stable way by 
the singular value decomposition (e.g. [2, pp. 285-2941) or by a normalized 
LQ decomposition of Bj (e.g. [2, pp. 165-1671). 
ad(3) and (4): We first perform LR or QR decomposition of AjXj, 
respectively: 
or 
(b) 
AjXj = [as in (3.16)], 
Li 
A,X,= M, R,, 
[ 1 I 
where the columns of Lj 
[ 1 M, are orthogonal and R j is an sj x sj right 
triangular matrix. Then we’let QT := ((LjR j)-‘,O) or Qj+ := R;‘( LT, MT) 
respectively. If A j - hBj is a “well” regular pencil, then A j - hBj has 
nonintersecting nullspaces. From step (2) we have BjXj = 0; thus the col- 
umns of A jX j are linearly independent and not almost linearly dependent; 
hence the inversion of RT’ will rarely cause numerical problems. In fact we 
can compute AjXjQTAj in (3.10) and (3.11) in the following simple form: 
(4 A,X,Q;A,= 
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or 
(b) AiXiQTAi = 
respectively. We see that the inversion of Ri, which may cause numerical 
instabilities, does not occur in the computation of AiXiQTAi. Thus steps (3) 
and (4) are numerically stable. But by the propagation of errors the new 
transformed pencil A i + i - h Bi+ 1 might behave as a singular one; thus we 
may have some problems in a numerical version for determining the nullity of 
Bj+i’ Hence the most crucial step in Algorithm 3.1 is the nullspace sep- 
arations, controlled by repeated SVD or normalized LQ decompositions. The 
sensitivity of the problem of computing the Kronecker structure to a certain 
eigenvalue in perturbation analysis can be found in [ 181, [ 171. 
In the following example we will investigate the behavior of the eigenval- 
ues between the transformed matrix pairs of Algorithm 3.1. We compute the 
nullspace of a matrix B using the LQ decomposition (1.3), and we denote by 
E( A, B) the eigenstructure of the elementary divisors of A - X B; by n(B) the 
product of B and V, where BV = 8(L,IO) as in (1.3); and by A(A, B) 
the eigenvalues of (A, B), which are computed by the QZ algorithm [16]. 
The example was executed on the TR 440 at the Bielefeld University F.R.G. 
with machine precision 2-35. 
EXAMPLE 3.6 (from [15]). 
c, = 
1 1 1 -2 1 -1 2 -2 4 
-1 2 3 -4 2 -2 4 -4 8 
-1 0 5 -5 3 -3 6 -6 12 
-1 0 3 -4 4 -4 8 -8 16 
-1 0 3 -6 5 -4 10 -10 20 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -2 12 - 12 24 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 15 - 13 28 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 -11 32 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 - 14 37 
-1 0 3 -6 2 -5 12 - 14 36 
-3 
-6 
-9 
- 12 
- 15 
- 18 
- 21 
- 24 
- 26 
- 25 
E(C,, Di): (X - 3)2,(X-3)2,(X - 2)3,(X - 2)2,(h - l), 
x(G,, Di): (2.000~ 1.3993 - 5i,3.000*9.69OE - 6i, 
2.ooO,2.ooO,2.ooO,3.ooO,3.ooO,1.ooO}. 
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The following steps are performed by Algorithm 3.1: 
(1) A, = D,, B, = C, - 2*D1: 
&A,, B,): (l/M3,(l/V2,0 - l)2,(X - l)2,(X + l), 
WA,, &): (l/V,2,(l/Mh - l)2,(h - l)2,(h + l), A, A, 
WA,, B,): (l/X),(A -U2,@ - 112>(X +I), A,& A, A, 
E(A,,B,): (A-1)2,(h-1)2,(X+1),X,X,X,h,X, 
A(A,, B,): { - l.~,l.~~ 1.434~ - 5i,1.000* 1.112~ - 4i, 
3.654~ - 11,1.6923 - 11, - 1.257~ - 12, 
1.856~ - 11,X1923 - ll}. 
The infinite norms of columns l-10 of the matrix n(B) are shown in 
Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
n(B,) n(W n(k) n(M n(W n(A,) 
4.943 + 1 9.413 - 1 
5.783 + 0 9.27~ - 1 
2.64~ + 0 9.143 - 1 
1.56E+O 8.96~ - 1 
1.19E+0 8.69~ - 1 
6.54~ - 1 8.223 - 1 
2.65~ - 1 8.16~ - 1 
1.493 - 1 7.073 - 1 
3.42~ - 10 6.01~ - 11 
2.91~ - 10 5.84~ - 11 
4.943 + 1 
5.78~ + 0 
2.963 + 0 
1.66~ t-0 
1.34Et0 
6.673 - 1 
2.66~ - 1 
1.59E - 1 
l%E - 10 
1.943 - 10 
9.13E - 1 
8.943 - 1 
8.66~ - 1 
8.16~ - 1 
8.16~ - 1 
7.07E - 1 
3.263 - 10 
6.70~ - 11 
3.033 - 10 
6.20~ - 10 
4.943 + 1 
6.22~ + 0 
3.08~ + 0 
2.003 + 0 
1.64~+0 
6.92~ - 1 
3.23~ - 1 
2.64~ - 1 
9.82~ - 2 
1.37E - 10 
9.13E - 1 
8.943 - 1 
8.66~ - 1 
8.16~ - 1 
7.07E - 1 
5.033 - 10 
8.843 - 10 
6.46~ - 11 
1.563 - 10 
5.793 - 10 
TABLE 3 
n(%) n(&) n(k) n(k) 
4.993 + 1 4.333 + 1 5.61~ + 1 4.18~ + 1 
6.47~ + 0 5.553 + 0 8.953 + 0 5.27~ + 0 
3.153+0 2.01E +0 4.093 + 0 2.01E+0 
2.013 + 0 1.793+0 2.013 + 0 1.78~+0 
1.78~+0 1.65~+0 1.78~ +0 5.26~ - 1 
7.67~ - 1 3.02~ - 1 9.003 - 1 2.94~ - 1 
4.88~ - 1 2.88~ - 1 2.93~ - 1 1.75E - 9 
2.113 - 1 1.26~ - 1 1.753 - 1 1.403 - 9 
1.933 - 10 3.703 - 10 4.013 - 10 7.75E - 10 
5.473 - 10 4.24~ - 10 1.143 - 9 1.49E - 9 
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(2) A, = B,, & = A, - l*B4: 
4 
E(&,B,): (l/~)~,(l/x)a,(x+o.5), (h+1) )...) (h+1) 
4 
E(&,B,): (l/X),(1/X),(X+0.5), (X+1) ,..., (X+1),X,X 
E&’ p,>: 
A(A,, B,): 
The infinite 
Table 3. 
4 4 
@+0.5),(X+1) )...) (X+1),x,.., 
{ - 0.5000, - 1.000, - 1.000, - 1.000, - 1.000, 
7.4103 - 9, - 1.515E - 9,2.6&E - 11,2.914E - lo}. 
norms of columns l-10 of the matrix n(B) are shown in 
3.4. Deflation of the Symmetric Regular Pencil A - X B 
In [13], [14] a method was presented for solving the eigenvalue problem 
Ax = A Br, where A and B are symmetric and B is nonsingular. The method 
reduced the general case into a pseudosymmetric form, and the iterative HR 
process was applied. If B is singular or closed to a singular matrix, we can use 
the above described deflation to cancel infinite or “large” eigenvalues and 
preserve the symmetry of the two new matrices A, B. 
Suppose A, B are two symmetric matrices. (A, B) is a definite pair if 
c(A,B):= min{(xTAx)’ +(xTBx)‘} > 0. It is known that if (A, B) is a defi- 
nite pair, there is a nonsingular matrix X such that XTAX and XTBX are 
both diagonal. In fact we obtain the eigenmatrix X, corresponding to all 
infinite eigenvalues of (A, B) in only one iteration. The columns of AX 1 must 
be linearly independent, thus G i := XFAX, is invertible. We can choose 
QT:= G-‘XT as in (2.4) and such that QTArX, = I. According to (2.5) (2.6) 
we get two symmetric matrices: 
BX,G 1 ‘XTA, where B is nonsingular. 
A=A-AX G-‘XTA and B=B- 1 1 
REMARK. We mention here that the symmetry is not preserved when one 
uses the deflation by equivalence transformations [5, lo]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have described a new method for the cancellation of 
infinite eigenvalues of a regular pencil. This method could thus be used as 
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“preprocessing” for the QZ algorithm in order to get rid of infinite (or very 
large) eigenvalues, which can be troublesome for the OZ algorithm. The 
method can also be used for computation of the Kronecker canonical vectors 
corresponding to a known eigenvalue of a regular pencil, and it is cheaper 
than [4,5,10,1 l] when the number of the Kronecker vectors corresponding to 
this eigenvalue is much smaller than the size of the pencils. The method also 
preserves symmetry (if required) and has a lower complexity (i.e. number of 
flops). If the pencil is a singular or almost singular one, we can first use 
Kublanovskaya’s process [S] to separate the regular kernel and then compute 
the Kronecker vectors of the regular kernel by Algorithm 3.1 or 3.1*. If we 
want to evaluate the invariant subspace corresponding to the finite eigenvalue 
of largest absolute value, we can first use Algorithm 3.1 to deflate the 
singularity of (A, I?), and then perform the subspace iteration (see [8]) for the 
problem & ‘xx = XX [Equation (3.13)]. This algorithm is especially attractive 
when A, B are sparse and very large and the size of the singularity is much 
smaller than the size of (A, B). 
I would like to thank Professor L. Elsner and Dr. V. Mehrmann of 
Bielefeld University, F.R.G., for their comments and suggestions. 
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